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damian - now a trained ninja - remained on the team, but was not given the opportunity to prove
himself. batman's constant failures and guilt at not being able to save his parents led to his

depression, which he shared with his two remaining friends, tim and rachel. batman, angry at
himself for letting his friends die, was also angry at gotham for what it had become. after several
years of being a vigilante, batman began to blame it on others, including the joker, for his own

failure. batman blamed both batman and his own guilt for the city's descent into chaos, and he felt
that gotham no longer needed him to be the hero. batman started to withdraw from the life and

stopped using the cowl as much, giving it to tim. this led to his relationship with dick falling apart, as
dick no longer wanted to live in batman's shadow. batman had also broken ties with alfred, and he

neglected the house in favor of staying at wayne manor. dick left gotham after batman's return from
his missions, but returned during the events of the final crisis. [107] while batman was missing, dick
and bruce briefly reunited, but their friendship was short-lived. though bruce considered dick to be
the only family he had, he was hesitant to trust him again, considering dick's moral ambiguity. dick
was a major part of bruce's life, and the loss of dick would have been too great to bear. bruce's guilt

over dick and the feelings he was developing for rachel led him to become more distant, and he
began to act on his sexual desires. however, dick, who had recently returned from the dead, was not

yet ready to forgive him. robin meanwhile took over as the group's field leader and, at first, the
team's leader.
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bane also seemed to be striking at stephanie, who had been badly injured by bane. he broke into the
wayne foundation and kidnapped her, but batman and robin arrived in time to save her. [22] the trio

broke into the foundation and found the cluemaster in a meeting with bane, who was holding
stephanie captive. the two thugs tried to kill batman and robin, but stephanie got knocked out by a

fall. when the pair left, batman made bruce promise that he would never leave stephanie alone
again. when batman went to investigate a fire that the cluemaster had set, robin and stephanie were

held hostage in the cluemaster's compound. robin escaped, and batman rescued stephanie. [23]
when batman confronted the cluemaster, he pleaded with him to let the two of them live and turn

himself in. the cluemaster's defiance convinced batman that he could not allow the cluemaster to be
captured by the police. [24] tim and stephanie continued their missions, trying to locate the missing

wayne enterprises prototypes. stephanie was kidnapped by a thief named mr. gilzean, who had
stolen the prototypes in the belief that they were a priceless artifact. batman, in costume, hunted
gilzean down, fighting the thief and his thugs to the ground. when the thief fled, batman and robin

were able to find the rest of the prototypes, and the two met again at the wayne foundation.
stephanie had been turned into a vampire by bane, and was now a member of his master plan. [25]
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